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Overview
While many people have been getting to grips with changes to their personal profiles over the last
few months, the Timeline layout has now been introduced to brand pages on Facebook.
From March 31st all brand pages were switched to a new profile design that mirrors the style and
layout of personal profiles on the social network.
Designed as a way of countering the argument that social networks concentrate on the here and
now and disregard previous interactions, Timeline allows users to view anything posted on a
particular wall from the day the profile was created on Facebook and even beyond.
But how successful is the format? How can brands make the most of the design? What elements
are users engaging with? And what content or areas should marketers focus on when developing a
brand page?
Using innovative eyetracking technology, the consumer research and usability experts at
SimpleUsability conducted the first piece of research of its kind on these pages.
The consultancy looked at six different implementations of the new Facebook brand page layout.
The six brand pages considered as part of the research were: American Express, Pizza Hut,
Manchester United, Gap, Coldplay and Coca-Cola.
By recording eye movements and actions while users browsed online, they could see exactly what
elements each user was drawn to, distracted by and engaged with. Importantly, the company then
worked with the subjects to try and understand the decisions they took, replaying their activity to
users, showing where and what they looked at and asking appropriate questions to determine their
behaviour and choices.
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Key findings
1. Cover images aren’t as important as you might think
Combined use of cover and profile images can go
unnoticed
Despite Facebook’s assertions that cover images
represented opportunities for brands, most users
didn’t notice even when the profile and cover
images were creatively combined, even when
working together to form one image – such as on
the Pizza Hut and Coca-Cola pages, users disregarded the header as ‘advertising space’.

Users naturally scroll down
The research showed that other than to orientate
themselves (understanding what brand page they
were on), users paid little attention to both the
cover and profile images on the page.
They generally saw it as a corporate message space
and quickly scrolled down, which removed it from their screen.
“I think timeline like that works much better for a personal than a product page, I just think
because it is a banner with a main picture, it just looks like advertising.”
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2. Your company and its history is interesting

Your corporate information is of interest
Users were interested in exploring the ‘About’
section of brand pages, to find out more about
the particular brand. They stated that this sort of
information was often difficult to find on an
official website. Despite this, many users found
the ‘About’ link and shortened company
description hard to find on the page.
“Just the general information, I like to know a little bit about their background… I liked the bits where it said
founded and a little bit of information on when they started and what year, I thought that was interesting.
The websites, it’s not obvious on there but I liked seeing it on here.”

“I was looking for what American Express was, you know a description, but it was just telling you
about if you had [a credit card] what your rewards were and stuff like that… [but] I don’t know
why I didn’t look at [‘About’], my eyes weren’t drawn to that, maybe if it had a picture and had
‘About’ there [with the apps].”

It is worth incorporating your company’s
history into the timeline
Users were interested in the opportunity to
discover a brand’s history, navigating along the
timeline in the sidebar to discover more. But
while a brand’s history is of interest to users,
some were confused as to how content could
exist in the timeline that pre-dated the
existence of Facebook.
“If you can see pictures and stuff from when it was founded, I would explore the different years.”
“Back in the 1990s there shouldn’t be anything there because there wasn’t Facebook then.”
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3. The Timeline has to remain current and can cause confusion

Regular updates are more important than
ever
No users scrolled back down the timeline
further than a month.
There were two reasons for this. Firstly,
some considered themselves to be up to
date on topics like sport and music.
Secondly, breaks in the timeline appeared
when new sections loaded. Users were either put off by the loading time and stopped scrolling, or
they assumed that was the point at which the timeline ended.
“I wouldn’t trawl that far back to be honest; I generally think I am quite current when it comes to
music and sport [so there’s not much point going back on the timeline].”
“[When it started loading February] I thought it had finished, because you know with timelines, it
stops at a certain bit… so I thought that’s it… because there is a big gap and the big gap is quite
misleading because there is more stuff later on.”
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4. Users take notice of friend interactions with a brand
Friend interaction can be the catalyst for a
page ‘Like’
Seeing which of their friends already liked
particular page split user opinion on
whether they themselves would also like the
page.
Users who were disinterested in a page
would not be swayed into liking it. While
users who were more favourable towards it, were more inclined to like it.
“It’s interesting that they like it, but it doesn’t do anything for me…and interesting to see what
they are saying about it.”
It is important for users to continually
interact with your brand
Beneath the box highlighting the
number of a user’s friends who like a
brand page, there is also often a status
update or comment from a user’s
friend who has posted regarding the
brand, but not necessarily on the page.
Where they appeared, users were interested in this content and were willing to interact with it, if it
was considered to be timely.
“The comment bit was there, but it was from last year, if it had been more recent I would have probably
commented [on it].”
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5. Pinned posts aren’t obviously different to users
Layout doesn’t differentiate the posts
Few of the pages were utilising the pinned posts at
the time of testing. Those pages that did had little
effect; no users realised the pinned post was
intended to be highlighted. Clearer definition of
pinned post as a feature would help or a unique
use of content that works with other elements of
the layout.
Interestingly, this is in stark contrast to what we found with the ‘Promoted Tweet’ function in our
recent Twitter Brand Pages research. Here, promoted tweets worked well amongst users, often
featuring a photograph that conveyed company values informally, such as a dog by a printer sent in
by a follower for HP. Similarly, promoted tweets could be used to good effect in reinforcing
something alluded to in the main ‘cover’ image: Staples referenced the competition advertised in
the main image. Finally, Coca Cola used a short video in its promoted tweet, which went down well
with users. Clearly there is scope for Facebook to do something similar and make pinned posts more
prominent.

6. Users aren’t interacting with apps…yet
Un-expanded app positions are the most
important real estate
Other than to click through and see photo
albums, the majority of users failed to interact
with the row of apps. More importantly,
nearly all didn’t spot the arrow which makes
all of the available apps visible.
“I never even noticed that arrow, maybe it should be set out slightly differently.”
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Advice for brand owners
The new Facebook brand page design unifies Facebook profiles; both personal and brand profiles
now share the Timeline layout and features.
Facebook has undoubtedly become one of the most important online marketing channels for
brands; presenting a significant opportunity to interact with millions of consumers. And their value
means that the significant changes introduced with the new page layout is an important
development for many brand owners.
Adoption of the new pages ahead of the permanent switchover to the new layout on March 31st has
been sporadic, and perhaps as a result, awareness of how they work and the features they contain is
mixed among users. Indeed, the study suggests that much in the layout is flawed. Even following
Facebook’s guidelines for creativity and opportunity isn’t enough as users are navigating as if using
established design formats.
While users get to grips with the new page layouts, brands must undertake an education process to
help them understand what content and features are on offer. Brands should also make full use of
new functionality – such as the Timeline and cover Image – to engage users, being aware that the
latter has to be used imaginatively and not just considered to be a Facebook ‘billboard.’
Users are reluctant to scroll particularly far down Timelines, and aren’t aided when they do by the
slow loading times. Page managers should consider how promotions, competitions and themed
content can be contained within a specific timeframe that doesn’t require excessive scrolling.
There is also no longer the opportunity to set a default landing tab or application, so brand
managers should think about how the cover Image and pinned post functionality can support and
reinforce competitions and campaigns.
The relationships and interactions a user’s friends have with a brand are now more prevalent than
ever before, as such brands should focus on nurturing positive brand mentions wherever they may
be on Facebook.
SimpleUsability MD Guy Redwood said: “This transition is very significant for a number of
successful brand pages. Facebook wants to create consistency in functionality and appearance
between personal and brand profiles and this change certainly achieves this aim – which does
make sense from a basic usability perspective.
“But is clear that the average user doesn’t fully understand the new layout, or interact with it in
the way intended. This will likely change over time, but as the mechanics of obtaining ‘Likes’ has
become more difficult for brands, they now need to drive engagement more than ever. Page
editors no longer have the ability to set targeted landing tabs or applications for non-fans. In the
past you could direct people onto a particular tab to encourage likes or interaction with a
promotion.
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“As such I would encourage brands to help users with the transition and explain what is on offer in
terms of functionality and content – you cannot simply assume they already know.”
“The reality is that people will either get used to using the Timelines format, which still seems a big
ask at this point, or Facebook will need to change it to encourage brands to continue to invest in
the platform.”

Summary


The new brand pages have yet to be fully experienced by users. There are many features
that go unnoticed or are not fully understood.



Facebook pages are now considered to be a useful source of information about a brand
and its history. The About section and the Timeline itself should be utilised to provide this
information and increase engagement.



Users pay little attention to pinned posts and cover images. Users saw the cover images as
advertising space and generally ignored them after their first fixation. Users missed that
certain posts were pinned to the top of the timeline due to the fact there was little to
make them stand out.



Few users are going to view all of a page’s apps, the constantly visible row of four apps are
therefore the most important app placements.



Featured brand mentions by friends are of interest to users, but they have to be timely to
encourage interaction. This means brands should focus on cultivating conversations
around their brand on Facebook.



If users are interested or positive towards a brand and its page, seeing other friends who
already like a page will encourage them to do the same. If they are not interested in a
brand, or do not feel positively towards it, this feature is unlikely to sway their opinion.



Users either felt they were up to date with brand news and so had no need to navigate
down timelines, or were put off by the loading times when scrolling down the page –
which often led them to think they had reached the end of the timeline.



Brands must focus on helping fans understand the new page layouts and indicate the
availability of new content and functionality. Unless this barrier is overcome interaction
(which is now key to increases a page’s community) may be depressed.
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